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TIIE GRASSHOPFER; A THESIS CONCERNING
THE ]UORAL IDEAL OF MAIT

Brnxano Surrs

It was clear that the Grasshopper wourd not survive the winter,and his followers had gathered round him for what wourd no doubtbe one of their rast meetings. Most of them were reconc,ed to hisapproaching death, but a few were still outraged that such a thingcould be allowed to happen. Frudence was one of the latter, and
she approached the Grasshopper with a final plea. ,,Grasshopper,,,
she said, "a few of us have agreed to give up a share of our food to,id: yo:-:uer till spring. Then next frr*-.. you can work to payus back."

"My dear child," responded the Grasshopper, ,,you still don,t under_stand. The fact is that I will not work to pay you back. I will notwork at all. I made that perfectly clear, I thought, when the antturned me away from. his door. My going to him in the first place

:T:T:,".se, 
a mistake. ft was u *"ukr.r, to which I shall not givern agarn."

"But," continued prudence, ,,we don,t begrudge you a portion ofour food. If you like,-^we will not require you to pay us back. lVeare not, after all, ants.,,
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"N{)," rcplied the Grasshopper, "vou are not ants, not any more.
'lhrt rrcither are you grasshoppers. Why should you give me the fruits
,,1 yotrr labor? Surely that would not be just, when I tell you quite
r k':rrly that I will not pay you back."

"l\ut that kind of justicer" exclaimed Prudence, "is only the justice

.l irnts. Grasshoppers have nothing to do with such 'justice'."
"You are right," said the Grasshopper. "The justice which is

I:rilness in trading is irrelevant to the lives of true grasshoppers. But
tlrt:re is a justice which prevents me from accepting your offer. Why
iu o you wiliing to work so that I may live? Is it not because I embody
irr rny life what you aspire to, and you do not want the model of
your aspirations to perish? Your wish is understandable and to a
ct:rtain point even commendable. But at bottom it is inconsistent and
sr:lf-defeating. It is also-and I hope you will not take offense at
rrry blunt language-hypooitical."

"Those are hard words, Grasshopper."

"But well meart. My life, you must understand, was not intended
to be a sideshow, yet that seems to be what you want to make of it.
You should value me because you want to be like me, and not merely
so that you can boast to the ants that you are an intimate of the

Grasshopper, that oddity of nature."

"We have never done that, Grasshopper!"

"I believe you. But you might as well have done so if you believe

that your proposal is a good one. For it amounts to working so that
I may be idle, which is the opposite of the wisdom to which I have
tried to lead you. The whole burden of my teaching is that you

ought to be idle, but now you propose to use me as a pretext not only
for working, but for working harder than ever, since you would have

not only yourselves to feed, but me as well. I call this hypocritical
because you would like to take credit for doing something which is
no more than a ruse for avoiding living up to your ideals."

At this point Skepticus broke in with a laugh. "What the Grass-

hopper means, Prudence," he said, "is that we do not yet have the

courage of his convictions. The point is that we should not only
refuse to work for the Grasshopper, we should also refuse to work
for ourselves. We, like him, should be dying for our principles. That
v/e are not is the respect in which, though no longer ants, we are not
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grasshoppers either. And, of course, given the preniisc that the lifc
gf--'hr Grasshopper is the onry rife worth riving, wiat he safs ccrtainry
follows."

-"Not 
quite, Skepticusr,, put in the Grasshopper. ,,I agree that tle

rincryles 
in questiol are worth dying for. But I musiremind you

that. they are the principles- of Grasshoppen. I am not here to per-
suade you to die for my principles, b"i io persuade you that 1 must.
we 

-ought 
to be quite crear about our respective rores. you are

not here to die for me, but I for you. you only need, as Skepticus
pu^t-iq the courage of my convictions up to a point; that is, courage
sufficient to approve rather than to deprore my death. lleither of you

-is 
quite prepared to grant that approvar, though for difierent reasons.

You, Prudence, because, though you believe the principles are worthdying for, you do not believe they need to be died ior; ,rd you,
skepticus, trecause you are not even sure trat the principres are worth
dying for.

- ''Although," replied Skepticus, ,,I believe you to be the wisest
being alive--which is why I have never reft your side during the
whole summer of your life-I have to admit that I am still not con-
vinced that the life of the Grasshopper is the best rife to rive. per-
haps if you could give me a clearer vision of the good life as you seeit my convictions would approach yours, and my courage as well.
You might do this by one of the parabres for which you" are justry
esteemed."

"Parables, my dear Skepticusr,, replied the Grasshopper, ,,ought to
come at the end, not at the beginning, of serious i"q"iry; that is, onlyat the point where arguments faii. But speaking'of parables, you
may be sure that the a,ts will fashion one out of my career. Theywill very likely represent my life as a moral tare, the point of which
is the superiority of a prudent to an idre way of rife. But it should
reallybe the Grasshopper who is the hero of the tarel he, not the ant,
who should have the fiearer's sympathy. The point or the parabre,
that is, should not be the ant's triumph, but the iruohopp..,s tragedy.
For one cannot help reflecting that if there were no winters to guard
against, then the Grasshopper would not get his comeuppance nor
the ant his shabby victory. The rife of Grasshopp., *orrd be vindi-
cated and that of the ant absurd.,,
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"llrrt tlrcrc are winters to guard againstr" Prudence protested.
' "No doubt. Still, it is not only possible, but on the whole more
lilir:ly than not, that with accelerating advances in technology the
tirrrr: will come when there are in fact no winters. We may there-
l,rlc conclude that although my timing may be a bit off, my way
,,1 life is not wrong in principle."

"'-fhe operation lvas successful but the patient diedr" put in
Sli<:pticus.

"No," replied the Grasshopper, "it's not quite like that. That my
rv:Ly of life may eventually be vindicated in practice, is, now that I
tlrink of it, really beside the point. Rather, it is the logic of my

lrosition which is at issue. And this logic shows that prudential actions
(t:.g., those actions we ordinarily call work) are self-defeating in princi-
grlc. For prudence may be defined as the disposition (a) to sacrifice
s,rnething good (e.g., leisure) if and only if such sacrifice is necessary
l,)r obtaining something better (e.9., survival), and (b) to reduce
tlrc number of good things requiring sacrifice, ideally to zero. The
itlcal of prudence, therefore, Iike the ideal of preventive medicine, is
it"s own extinction. For if it were the case that no sacrifices of goods
rrceded ever to be made, then prudential actions would be pointless,
indeed impossible. This principle, knowledge of which I regard as

;Ln indispensible first step on the path to wisdom, the ants seem never
to have entertained. The true Grasshopper sees that work is not
s<:lf-justifying, and that his way of life is the final justification of any
work whatever."

"But surelyr" replied Skepticus, " yo, are carrying your point to
rrn unreasonable extreme. You talk as though there were but two
possible alternatives: either a life devoted exclusively to play or a life
tlevoted exclusively to work. But most of us realize that our labour
is valuable because it permits us to play, and we are presumably seek-
ing to achieve some kind of balance between work input and play
output. People neither are, nor want to be, wholly grasshoppers or
wholly ants, but a combination of the two; people are and want to
lrc (if you will forgive a regrettably vulgar but spooneristically in-
cvitable construction) asshoppers or grants. We can, of course, all
cease to work, but if we do then we cannot play for long either, for
we will shortly die."
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"r have three answers to makc to what you havc s:ritl, sl<cptir:rrs,
and I fear I shall have to make them quickly, for the sun hius sct
and the frost is already creeping through the fields. First, evidcntly
I was put on earth just to play out my life and die, and it would
be impious of me to go against my destiny. That is, if you like,
the theology of the case. But second, there is also a logic of thc
case, which is as inescapable as fate or, if you like, a fate of the case
which is as inescapable as logic. The only argument against living
the life of the Grasshopper arises from the contineent iact that at
present one dies if one does not work. The answer to that argument
is that my death is inevitable in any case. For if r am improuident
in summer, then I will die in winter. And if r am prouiclrri ir, ,,r*-
mer, then I will cease to be the Grasshopper, by definition. But I
will be either provident or improvident in summerl there is no third
alternative. Therefore, either I die or I cease to be the Grasshopper.
But since I am just the Grasshopper, no more and no less, dying and
ceasing to be the Grasshopper are one and the same thing for me.
I cannot escape that logic or that fate. But since I am the Grass-
hopper and you are not, it would seem to follow that you are not
compelled by this logic. As tr intimated earlier, I often think that
r,was put on earth just to die for youl to bear that heavy but inevit-
able cross. But r confess that that is when I am in something of an
early christian-that is, late pagan-frame of mind. At other times
(and this brings me to my third and final answer to your objection,
skepticus) I have the oddest notion that both of you are Grus.hoppers
in disguise; in fact, that everyone alive is really a Grasshopper.,,

At this Prudence whispered to skepticus, "The end must be nearl
his mind is beginning to wander." But skepticus just looked keenly
at their friend and teacher as he continued. to speak.

"f admit that this is a wild fancy,,, the Gras_shopper was saying:
"and I hesitate to tell you my thoughts. still, I am used to being
thought foolish, so I shall proceed, inviting you to make of mv words
what you will. Then let me tell you that I have always had a re_
curring dream, in which it is revealeal to me-though how it is re-
vealed I cannot say-that everyone alive is in fact engaged in playing
elaborate games, while at the same time berieving themselves to be
going about their ordinary affairs. carpenters, believing themselves
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to lrc mcrcly pursuing their trade, are really playing a game, and
rirrrilirrly with politicians, philosophers, lovers, murderers, thieves, and
r;;rirrts. Whatever occupation or activity you can think of, it is in
rt';Llity a game. This revelation is, of course, astonishing. The sequel
i:i tr:rrifying. For in the dream I then go about persuading everyone
I lind of the great truth which has been revealed to me. How I am
:rlrlc to persuade them I do not know, though persuade them I do.
lhrt precisely at the point when each is persuaded-and this is the
lilr:rstly part-each ceases to exist. It is not just that my auditor
r';rnishes on the spot, though indeed he does. It is that I also know
rvith absolute certainty that he no longer exists anywhere. It is as
tlrough he had never been. Appalled as I am by the results of my
Itraching I cannot stop, but quickly move on to the next creature
with my news, until I have preached the truth throughout the uni-
vr:rse, and have converted evervone to oblivion. Finally I stand alone
lrcneath the summer stars in absolute despair. Then I awaken to the
ioyful knowledge that the world is still teeming with sentient beings
;rfter all, and that it was only a dream. I see the carpenter and
philosopher going about their work as before But is it, I ask
rnyself, just as before? Is the carpenter on his roof-top simply ham-
rnering nails, or is he making some move in an ancient game whose
rrrles he has forgotten? But now the chill creeps up my legs. f grow
tlrowsy. Dear friends, farewell."

The rest of my remarks will consist in an elucidation of Grasshopper
logic, an examination of Grasshopper ideals, and an interpretation
of Grasshopper dreams. I hope to accomplish these tasks with the
help of a definition of game-playing. Here is the definition:

To play a game is to attempt to achieve a specific state of afiairs, using
only means permitted by rules, where the rules prohibit more elficient in
favor of less efficient means, and where such rules are accepted just
because they make possible such activity.

In high-jumping, for example, the contestants strive to be on tl-re other
side of a barrier. But certain means for achieving this goal are ruled
out, for example, walking around the barrier, ducking under it, or
using a ladder or catapult to get over it. The goal of the contestants
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is not to be on thc othcr sidc of the barricr ltt:r se , sinu: :usitlt: fr<xrr rlrr.
game they are playing they are unlikely to have any rciLson what.ver
for being on the other side. Their goal is not simply to gct t. rlre
other side, but to do this by using only means permitted by ruk.s;
namely, running from a certain distance and then jumping. .l.he

players accept the rules, furthermore, just because they want to a.:t
within the limitatiors the rules impose; that is, they accept rules s,
that they can play a game, and they accept these rules so that tht,y
can play this game.

There is thus a sharp difference between the ways in which wt:
justify ordinary rules and the ways in which we justify the rules of
games. To the question why there are traffic rules we respond, so
that automobiles will not be continually crashing into one another.
while to the question why smith is hitting a ball with a funny stick
we respond, because he is playing golf. But we do not justify Jones,s
obedience to the traffic rules by the fact that he is iriving a car,
and we do not justify smith's hitting a ball with a funny stick by thc
fact that he wants to get the ball into a hole.

For convenience, I have formulated. a one sentence version of my
definition: Playing a game is the voruntary attempt to overcome un-
necessary obstacles.

Now let us return to a proposition which was advanced by the
Grasshopper as a basic principle; namely, that the life of the Grass-
hopper-that is, a life of plal-is the onry justification for work, so
that if there were no need for work, we would simply spend all
of our time at play. Now, if playing and playing gu-., ,.. ih. ,u*.
thing, and if I have correctly defined game-playing, then it would
follow that the Grasshopper is recommending a life devoted to the
kind of activity I have defined. But it does not seem to be the case
that playing, as the Grasshopper uses that term, can be the same as
game-playing. The Grasshopper uses the terms ,,work,, and ,,play,,
as logical complements of that class of things which we may call ,,inten-

tional behaviour." His assumption is that if an action is not work
then it is play, and uice aersa. But prima f acie, at least, this is an
unconvincing dichotomy. For example, passing the time of day with
a colleague seerns to be neither work nor play, and attempting to solve
a double crostic seems to be both work and play. fu descriptions,
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rlr, rt'l.r'r:, tlrt: w,r'rls "work" and "plzrv" do not designate sub-sets of
rirtr rr(i,rrlrl bch:rvinur which are either exclusive of each other or
, rlr;rrrstivc of thc set which includes them. My conclusion, however,
r. rr.t that the Grasshopper has given us poor descriptions, but that
lrr' 11;15 not given us descriptions at all. He is using the words ,,work,,

,,rrrl "play" stipulatively rather than descriptively. He means by''u,r'k" activity which is instrumentally valuable, and he means by
' 

1,LLy" activity which is intrinsically valuable.
It may be wondered how I can be sure that that is what the

( ir':r.sslropper intended. The answer, of course, is that he ts my
(ir;r.sshopper, and that he intends precisely what I intend him to in-
t,'rrd. By "play," then, the Grasshopper intends to designate all those
.*:tivities which are intrinsically valuable to those who engage in them.
t l:rrne-playing, as I define it, is one such activity, but not all such
.r,;tivities are game-playing. Thus one may value for their 61vn 54ks-
r;rlue instrinsically-things like scratching an itch or listening to a
lk:cthoven quartet, but their being instrinsically valued does not ma-ke
,.rrr;h things games.

'I'he thesis I would like to advance has three main elements. They
,rrc (1) pluy as the Grasshopper uses that term, (2) game-playing,
:r.s I use that term, and (3) what I shall call the moral ideal of man.
I take it that what the Grasshopper means by "play" and what I
rrrcan by "game-p1aying" are sufficientlv clear, so let me just say a
rvord about the moral ideal of man. By the phrase I mean that
thing or those things whose only justification is that they justify
r:verything elsel or, as Aristotle put it, those things for the sake of
which we do other things, but which are not themselves for the sake
of anything else. The Grasshopper is making the claim that play as

he defines it is identical with the moral ideal of man. I shall attempt
to establish a position which is, in effect, an interpretation or modifi-
r:ation of the Grasshopper's claim. This position can bc expressed
lry two related contentions. The first is that Grasshopperian play is
necesary but not sufficient for an adequate account of the moral
ideal of man. The second is that game-playing pcrforms a crucial
role in delineating that ideal-a role which cannot be performed
by any other actvity, and without which an account of the moral
ideal is either incomplete or impossible.
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In order to support these contentions I would likc to borrow frclm
Plato, as I have already borrowed from plato in crcating a socratic
Grasshopper. This time I would like to use the kind of device plato
used in trying to get at certain characteristics of the human psychc.
If we look at the state, said Plato, we will find there the magnified
extensions of the characteristics of the psyche that we are seekingl
and, being magnified, they will be easier to recognize. Somewhat
similarly, I would like to begin by representing the Grasshopper,s
version of the moral ideal of man as though it were already instituted
as a social reality. we will then be able to talk about a utopia
which embodies that ideal-that is, an actuar state of affairs wherc
people are engaged only in those activities which they valuc
intrinsically.

Let us imagine, then, that all of the instrumental activities of human
beings have been eliminated. AII of the things ordinarily called work
are now done by wholly automated machines which are activated
soletry by mental telepathy, so that not even a minimum staff is neces-
sary for the housekeeping chores of society. Furthermore, there arc
so many goods being produced so abundantly that even the most
acquisitive cravings of the Getty's and onassis's of society are instantly ,

satisfied, and anyone who wishes may be a Getty or an onassis.
Economically, the condition of man is a south sea island paradise,
where yachts, diamonds, racing cars, symphonic performuraar, -rr,.-
sions, and trips around the world are as easily prucked from the en-
vironment as breadfruit is in Tahiti. we have, then, eliminated the
need for productive labour, for the administration of such labour,
and for a system of financing and distributing such production. All
of the economic problems of man have been so ved forever. Are
tlere any other problems? There are indeed. There are all of the
inter-personal problems which do not depend upon economic scarcity.

Let us, then, further imagine that all possible inter-personal prob-
lems have been solved by appropriate methods. Let us suppose that
psychoanalysis has made such giant strides that it actrrally cures people,
or that all the various kinds of group treatment have proved success-
ful, or that some quite new development in socio- or psycho-therapy
or in pharmacology has made it possible to effect 100 per cent cures
for all psychic disturbances. fu a restult of these developments there
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i,r rr. I.lrgcr aily compctition for love, attention, approval, or admira-
'ti.rr, jrrst iw thcrc is no longer any strife in the acquisition of material
r',,rrtls. Pcrhaps a single erample will serve to illustrate the state of
.rll;rirs in question. Let us take the case of sex. Under present con-
rliti.rrs, or at least under conditions of the relatively recent past, there
i:; ;L short supply of willing sexual objects relative to demand. The
r(:r:ron for this is the prevalence of inhibitions in the seehers of such
,,lr.ir:cts, iir the objects themselves, or in both, such that great expendi-
lrrrr:s of instrumental effort are required in order to overcome them
;rrrtl thus get at the intrinsic object of desire. But with everyone enjoy-
irrl; superb mental health the necessity for all this hard work is re-
rrrrved, and sexual partners are every bit as accessible as yachts and
rli:rmonds.

At this point I would like to cast the presentation of my argument
i, dialogue form once again, and for that purpose I would rike to
r.s.rrect the Grasshopper. Besides being useful for my exposition,
srr<;h resurrection is also dramatically fitting, since the Grasshopper
s('cms a bit undecided as to whether he is Socrates or Jesus christ.
l,t:t us imagine, then, that the Grasshopper is once again discoursing
rvith Skepticus and Prudence. Frudence, by the way, will have only
,ne line in this renewed colloquy. To resume, then. The point has
lrcen made that sex would not have to be struggled for in utopia.
Sl<epticus then raises another question.

S. But what about love, approval, attention, and admiration, Grass-
hopper? Even in Utopia people would have to work to achieve
these.

G. On the contrary, Skepticus, many people seem to believe that the
kind of love, attention, and admiration alone worth having is just
the kind that one ought n.ot to work at.

S. Yes, but many other people, such as marriage counselors, take
a quite different view. They are always saying things lihe, ,,you
have to work at your marriage, you know.,,

G. Yes, but what does this "working at" mean in the case of mar-
riage or, for that matter, in the case of any other intrinsically
valued relationship between people? Does it not mean, essen-
tially, being tolerant of, and helpful with respect to, one another,s
social and psychological short-comings? But in Utopia .vre are
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supposing that there are no such short-comings to bc tolcrant of.
Furthermore, whether it is or is not the case that in t-Itopia one
will have to work at something in order to gain love and ud.rriru-
tion, it cannot be love and admiration at which one works. we
admire a person who works hard, let us say, at teaching. But
we admire him because he works hard at teaching, not because
he works hard at being admired. I suggest that for convenience
we lump together under the word ,,approval,, all of the pro-
attitudes we have been talking about, and then ask whether there
is anything at all that our Utopians could do to gain approval.

S. Very well. First, then, it is clear that they .urrrot gain approval
by their economic industry, since there is no need for such in-
dustry. And I take it that we must arso rule out approval for
governing well, since with no competing claims for goods re-
quiring legislation, adjudication, and execution, there is no need
for government. what seems to be left for approval is excer-
Ience in moral, artistic and intellectual accomplishment. Do you
agree?

G. For our present purpose, at any rate, I think your list wiil do.
Let us consider moral goodness first. wil you agree with me
that moral action is possibre only when it is morally desirable to
prevent or to recti{y some wrong or evil that is about to be or
has been done somebody?
Yes, I agree with that.
But we are also agreed, are we not, that in Utopia no evil or
wrong can befall anyone?

Yes, that is true of Utopia by definition, since Utopia is just a
dramatization of the ideal of human existence, ur,d .uii .rd
wrong-doing are obviously inconsistent with such an ideal.
Well, then, il no evil can befall anyone in Utopia, there will
simply be no demand there for the performur.. Lf good deeds.
They will, in fact, be quite impossible, and therefore not a means
for gaining approval. Morality is relevant only to the extent that
the ideal has not been realized, but there is no room at all for
morality in the moral ideal itserf, just as there is no room for
revolution in the ideal which inspires revolutionary action.
what about excellence in art? we admire superior artistic
creators, good critics, and accomplished connoisseurs.

S.

G.

S.

G.

S.
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Y<xr will no cloubt find what I arn about to suggest very hard
to a<;ccpt, but it strikes me that there is no place in the moral
irl<:rLl for any of the skills you have mentioned.
I nrust admit, Grasshopper, that I find your suggestion positively
stagrering. How on earth do you arrive at zuch a strange con-
t:lusion?

I believe that these skills would not exist in Utopia because art
would not exist there. Art has a subject matter, which consists
in the actions and passions of men: with human aspirations and
frustrations, hopes and fears, triumphs and tragedies, with flaws
of character, moral dilemmas, joy and sorrow. But it would
seem that none of these necessary ingredients of art could exist
in Utopia.
Perhaps a good deal of art would be impossible for the lJtopians,
but surely not all of it. There is, or at least there used to be, a
school of aesthetics which regarded art as essentially consisting
in pure forms, such that content was either adventitious and
therefore dispensable or, preferably, not present at all. Art as

shape or design or form does not require the kind of subject mat-
ter you are talking about.

My own belief is that form is not separable from content in the
way you suggest, but if it were, then the creation of designs,
whether in tones, shapes, colours, or words could, and presumably
would, be turned over to computors, since the products to be
turned out would be, by hypothesis, uninspired by human emo-
tion.

Even if the Utopians could not admire workers in the field of
the arts, they could still admire accomplished thinkers: scientists,
philosophers, and the like. Persons, that is, who are engaged in
the acquisition of knowledge. Suppose we consider that possi-
bility.
Very well, let us do so. Now, by hypothesis, we are supposing
that our Utopians have completely eliminated the need for any
instrumental activity whatever. But the acquisition of knowl-
edge, just like the acquisition of anything else, is an instrumental
process; that is, acquisition is instrumental to possession, no mat-
ter what it is that one is seeking to possess-food and shelter or
knowledge. And just as we have supposed that our Utopians
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have acquired all the cconomic goods tlrcy r::r, usc, wc m.st
assume that they have acquired all the knowlcclgc thcrc is. In
Utopia, therefore, there are no scientists, philosoph".r, ,. nny
other intellectual investigators.

s. Then it seems that there is nothing that one could do in utopia
in order to gain approval. But we were talkin.g about approval
only to try to discover whether such things as love and friend-
ship could exist in utopia. But human rerationships rike rovc
and friendship include more than approval. Just as important,
surely, is the sharirzg which is generanv recognized. to be very
prominent in love and friendship. And mutual interest in some-
thing does not imply a deficiency to be overcome on the part
of those who have such an interest.

G. True enough, skepticus, but in utopia what is there left to share?
The sharing which admittedly plays a large part in love and
friendship cannot be the sharing of love and friendship themselves.
There must be something else; something rike ,r.."r, and failure,
adversity and prosperity, the enjoyment or creation of art, intel-
lectual inquiry, respect for the moral qualities each possesses, etc.
There is simply nothing of any importance in utopialo be shared,
so that if love and friendship could exist in utopia, it would have
to be kinds which contained neither approval nor shared inter-
ests; at most, therefore, extremely attenuated forms of love and
friendship.

s. Grasshopper, let me colrect my wits. In Utopia man cannot
labour, he cannot administer or govern, there is no art, no moral-
ity, no science, no love, no friendship. The only thing which
our analysis has not utterly destroyed is sex. perhaps ttre moral
ideal of man is just a supreme orgasm.

P. Don't complain, Skepticus. It,s a lot better than nothing.
G. Of course, we mustn't forget game-playing. That has not been

ruled out.

s. No doubt, no doubt. Are we then to conclude that the moral
ideal of man is sex and games or, as we might say, fun and
games?

G. Actually, now that I think of it, I am no ronger all that sure
about sex.

5.
(;.
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()lr, <xrrnc now, Critsshoppcr!

2tt

No, Shcpticus, I am quite serious. The obsessive popularity that
st:x has always enjoyed is, I suspect, inseparably bound up with
rnirn's non-Iltopian condition. Sex, as we have come to know
and love it, is part and parcel with repression, guilt, naughtiness,

clomination and submission, liberation, rebellion, sadism and

masochism, romance, and theology. But none of these things has

zr place in Utopia. Therefore, we ought at least to face the

possibility that with the removal of all of these constituents of
sex as we value it, there will be little left but a pleasant sensation

in the loins-or wherever. People like Norman Browne in his

book Life Against Death take the view that sex is something

which has been distorted and corrupted by the repressions and

restraints of civilization, and that with the end of civilization
(which Browne looks forward to with great keenness), sex will
re-emerge as the unsullied item that it was in our infancies. We
will then all become huppy children once again, enjoying without
inhibition our polymorphous perversity. But if, as I believe, sex

is the product rather than the victim of civilization, then when

civilization goes, sex-at least as a very higtrly valued item-
goes as well.

If not convinced I am for the moment silenced.

Very well. Then we appear to be left with game-playing as the

only remaining candidate for Utopian occupation, and there-

fore the only remaining constitutent of the moral ideal of man.

And now I suppose you are going to rule out game-playing as

well. Grasshopper, I begin to suspect that what you are really

up to is to show that the concept oI Utopia itself is paradoxical,

as philosophers from time to time try to show that the alleged

perfections of the Deity entail paradoxes.

Quite the contrary, Skepticus. I believe that Utopia is intelligible,
and I believe that game-playing is what makes Utopia intelligible.
What we have shown thus far is that there does not appear to be

anything to do in Utopia, precisely because in Utopia all instru-
mental activities have been eliminated. Therc is nothing to strive

for precisely because everything has already been achieved. What
we need, therefore, is some activity in which what is instru-

S.

G.

S.

G.
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mental is inseparably combined with what is intrinsiurlly v;Llti-
able, and where the activity is not itself an instrument for some
further end. Games meet this requirement perfectly. Iior in
games we must have obstacles which we can strive to overcomc
just so that we can possess the activity as a whole, namely, play-
ing the game. Game-playing makes it possible to retain enlugh
effort in Utopia to make life worth living.
What you are saying is that in Utopia the only thing left to do
would be to play games, so that game-playing turns out to be
the whole of the moral ideal of man.
So it would appear, at least at this stage of our investigation.
f don't think so.

I beg your pardon?
I don't think that conclusion follows-
You don't.
I believe we made a mistake earlier on.
A mistake.

Yes. Earlier on.

Perhaps you would be good enough to point it out to me.
I shall be happy to do so. When you \Mere advancing the view
that science, or any kind of intellectual inquiry, was an instru_
mental activity and thus could have no place in the moral ideal
of man, I had some misgivings, and now I believe I know why.
You know, Grasshopper, as well as I do, that people who are
seriously engaged in the pursuit of knowledge value that pursuit
at least as much as they do the knowledge which is its goal.
Indeed, it is a commonplace that once a scientist or philosopher
after great effort solves a major problem he is very let down,
and far from rejoicing in the possession of his solution or dis-
covery, he cannot wait to be engaged once more in the quest.
Success is something to shoot at, not to live with. And of "*.r",now that I think of it, this is true not only of intellectual inquiry,
but it certainly can be true of any instrumental activity *hat-
ever, and frequently is. We might call this state of affairs the
Alexandrian condition of man, after Alexander the Great. when
there are no more worlds to conquer we are filled not with satis_
faction but with despair.

S.

G.
S.

G.
S.

G.
S.

G.

S.

G.

S.

s.
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I low do you think wc could have made such an elementary
rr r istirl<c, Skcpticus?

I think we failed to take note of the fact that an activity which
is, from one point of view, instrumentally valuable can, from
lurother point of view, be instrinsically valuable. Thus, we would
agree that carpentry is an instrumental activity; that is, instru-
mental to the existence of houses. But to a person who enjoys
building for its own sake, that otherwise instrumental activity
has intrinsic value as well. And the same could be true of
anyone who really enjoys his work, whatever that work might be.

It seems to follow from this that we may now re-instate most of
the activities we thought we were obliged to banish from Utopia.
The ideal, therefore, does not consist wholly in game-playing.

I believe you are correct, Skepticus, in pointing out that other-
wise instrumental activities can be valued as ends in themselves.

But I am not convinced that it follows from that fact that game-

playing is not the only possible Utopian occupation. Let me
see if I can persuade you of this. Let us continue to think of
the moral ideal of man as an actual Utopian community, then,
but where, instead of supposing that all-so to speak-objectiuely
instrumental activities have been banished-physical and intel-
lectual labour, and the like-what has been banished is simply all
activity which is not ualued instrinsically, thus leaving it open

to any Utopian to enjoy the exertions of productive endeavor.

Thus, just as some Utopians will be able to pluck yachts and
diamonds off Utopian trees, others will be able to pluck off
opportunities to fix the kitchen sink, to solve economic problems,
to push forward the frontiers of scientific knowledge, and so on,

with respect to anything a Utopian might find intrinsically valu-
able.

Yes, Grasshopper. That seems a much more satisfactorv picture
of IJtopia and of the moral ideal of man.

Splendid. Now, to continue. It is clear, I should think, that the
opportunity t6 v/'ed(-sr whatever other instrumental activity
it might be which is desired-should not be left to chance in
Utopia. If, at any given period of time, eaeryone in Utopia
wanted to work at something, then such work should be avail-

(;.

S.

G.
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able for them all. And if nobody wantcd to work, thcrr it w.rrrd
not follow (as it surely would in our present non_Utopizn cxis_
tence) that society would collapse. And similarly, of coursc,
with intellectual inquiry. That is to say, with respect to any
objectively instrumental activity whatever, it wourd have to bc
the case that such activity courd be undertaken, but it wourd
atrso have to be the case that no such activity need be undertaken.
For another way of saying that the Utopians only do those things
which they value intrinsicany is to say that thev arways do things
because they want to, and. never because they must.

S.

G.

Yes, that seems correct.
Very well. Now let us consider two cases that would inevitably
arise in Utopia. Case One: John Striver has spent his first
decade in utopia doing an the things that newcomers to IJtopia
usually do. He has traveled round the worrd several times, roaied
a good deal in the sun, and so on, and now, having become bored.,
he wants some actiuity to be engaged in. He therefore makes a
request (to the Computor in Charge or to God or whatever) say-
ing that he wants to zttork at something, and he selects carpentry.
Now, there is no demand for houses which John's cu.p..rtry *ill
serve, because all the houses of whatever possibre kind are alreacry
instantly available to the citizens of UtopL. what kind of house,
then, should he build? Surely it would be the kind whose con-
struction would give him the greatest satisfaction, and we may
suggest that such satisfaction wourd require that building the
house would provide enough of a challenge to make the task
interesting while not so difficult that John would utterly botch
the job. Now, what I would like to put to vou, Skepiicus, is
that this activity is essentially no different from piaying golf, or
a1l other game. Just as there is no need, aside from rhl g..r,"
of golf, to get little balls into holes in the ground, so in Ulopia
there is no need, aside from the activity of carpentry, fo. ih"
house which is the product of that carpentry. And'just as a
golfer could get balls into holes much more efficiently by drop_
ping them in with his hand, so John could obtain a house simply
by pressing a telepathic button. But it is clear that John is no
more interested in simpty hauing a house than the golfer is in
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lrauing bzrll-fillcd holes. It is the bringing about of. these results

which is important to John and to the golfer rather than the

rcsults themselves. Both, that is to say, are involved in a volun-
tary attempt to overcome unnecssary obstacles; both, that is to
say, are playing games. This solution, it is interesting to note,

was also open to Alexander the Great. Since he had run out
of worlds to conquer by impetuously conquering the only world
tlrere was, he could have given it all back and started over again,
just as one divides up the chess pieces equally after each game

in order to be able to play another game. Had Alexander done

that, his action would no doubt have been regarded by his con-

temporaries as somewhat frivolous, but from the Utopian point
of view his failure to take such an obvious step would indicate
that Aleaxnder did not really place all that high a value on
the actiaity of conquering worlds. Case Two: The early ex-

perience of William Seeker in Utopia is very similar to that of

John Striver. Williarn, too, after a time, wishes to be able to
achieve something. But whereas John's abilities and interests

had led him to choose a manual art, William is led to choose

the pursuit of scientific truth. Now again, how much scientific
inquiry there is to undertake at arty given time cannot be left
to chance, since the interest in doing scientific research might far
exceed the amount of research that could logically be undertaken
at arry given time. It is even conceivable that there would come

a time when all scientific investigation had come to an endl a
time, that is, when everything knowable was in fact known.
Since, therefore, there could be no guarantee that there would
always be an objective opportunity to do scientific research, it
follows that it would be undesirable to have Utopian scientists

stop doing research on a problem simply because the problerf
had already been solved. For what is important in Utopia is

not the objective state of scientific knowledge, but the attitude

of the Utopian scientist, which may be described in the follow-

ing way. If the solution of the problem he is working on were

readily retrievable from the memory banks of the computors,

the Utopian scientist would not retrieve the solution. This is

just like the devotee of crossword puzzles, who knows that the
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answers to the puzzle will be published ncxt <Iay. Still, hc tric.sto solve the puzzle today, even though there is no uffiy what-ever in having..the solution today rather than tomorrow. Andjust as the dedicated puzzre-sorver w,r say, ,,r)on,t te, me theanswer; let me work it out for myself,,, W;iiiu_ S..t., *itt tuuethe same attitude toward his scientific investigatiorrr. n,r.r, ifother means of coming to know the answer are readily available,he voluntarily rejects these means so that he w,r have somethingto do. But this is again, I submit, to play a game.
S. What you seem-to be sa,ving is that a Utopian could engage inall of the achieving activities that normallyt..,rpy p.opt.. in thenon-Utopian world, but that the quality, * ,o ,p.uti of .r.t

endeavors would be quite different.
G. Yes. The difference in quality, as you put it, can be seen in thecontrast in attitude- of a lumber_jack when he is, on the one hand,plying his trade of cutting down trees for the saw-min and, onthe other hand, when he is cutting down trees in comfetition

with other lumber-jacks at the urr,ru-i wood_cutter,s picnic. Thus,all the things we now regard as trades, indeed all instances oforganized endeavor whatever wourd, if they continued to existin 
_Utopia, be sports. So that in addition to hockey, bur.nallgolf, tennis, and so on, there wourd also be the sports of trrirr.r,administration, jurisprudence, philosophy, production manage_

ment, motor mechanics, ad, for all practical purposes, infinitum.S. 
l,:.lll 

the moral ideal of man does, after all, consist in game_
ptaymg.

G' I think not, skepticus. For now that the utopians have some-thing to do, both admiration and sharing ure agri, pooi.t., uraso love and friendship as weil. And with the re-introduction ofthe emotions associated with striving_the joy of victory, youknow, and the bitterness of defeat-]emotional content ir' p.o-vided for art. And perhaps morality will also b" pro..rt, pou_sibly in the form of what we now call sportsmanship. So, while
game-playing need not be the sole o..rputio., of Utopia, ii i. tt 

"essence, the ,kithout which not,, of Utopia. What i envisage isa_culture quite different from our own in terms of. i* basis.whereas our own culture is based on various kinds of scarcity-

S.
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ct:onomic, mor:rl, scicntific, crotic-the culture of Utopia will bc
basccl on plcnitude. The notable institutions of Utopia, accord-
ingly, will not be economic, moral, scientific, and erotic instru-
ments- as they are today-but institutions which foster sport
and other games. But sports and games unthought of today;
sports and games that will require for their exploitation-that is,
for their mastery and enjoyment-as much energy as is expended
today in serving the institutions of scarcity. It should behoove
us, therefore, to begin the immense work of devising these wonder-
ful games now, for if we solve all of our problems of scarcity very
soon, we may very well find ourselves with nothing to do when
IJtopia arrives.

You mean we should begin to store up games-very much like
food for winter-against the possibility of an endless and endlessly
boring summer. You seem to be a kind of ant after all, Grass-
hopper, though, I must admit, a distincdy odd kind of ant.

No, Skepticus, I am truly the Grasshopper; that is, an adumbra-
tion of the ideal of existence, just as the games we play in our
non-IJtopian lives are intimations of things to come. For even
now it is games which give us something to do when there is
nothing to do. We thus call games "pastimesr" and regard them
as trifling fillers of the interstices in our lives. But they are much
more important than that. They are clues to the future. And
their serious cultivation now is perhaps our only salvation. That,
if you like, is the metaphysics of leisure time.

Still, Grasshopper, I find that I have a serious reservation about
the Utopia you have constructed. It sounds a grand sort of life
for those who are very keen on games, but not everyone ir keen
on games. People like to be building houses, or running large
corporations, or doing scientific research to some purpose, you
know, not just for the hell of it. t
The point is well taken, Skepticus. You are saying that Bobby
Fischer and Phil Esposito and Howard Cosell might be very huppy
in paradise, but that John Striver and William Seeker are likely
to find quite futile their make-believe carpentry and their make-
believe science.

Precisely. (pause) Well, Grasshopper, what answcr do you

G.

S.

G.

S.
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have to makc to this objcction? (.I,hcrc is anothcr pausc).Grasshopper, are you dying again?
No, Skepticus.
What is it then? you Iook quite pale.
Skepticus, I have just had u ,i.io.r. 

'
Good lord!
Shall I tell you about it?
(Skepticus glances furtively at his wrist watch). yes. Well.Certainly, Grasshopper, please proceed.

s.

The vision was evidently triggered by your suggestion that not.y:?o": likes to play games, and it was a vision of the downfallof Utopia, a vision of paradise lost. f saw time passing i, Ui"pir,and r saw the strivers and the seekers coming to the concrusionthat if their lives were merely games, then those lives were ,..r..fy
:vorth living' Thus motivated, they began to delude tlemservesinto believing that man_made houses J.r. _o.. valuable thancomputer_produced houses, and that long_solved ."i.rrin.-prof_
lems needed resolving" They then began-to persuade others of thetruth of these opinions, and even **t ,o far as to ,.pr.r.rri *..computors as the enemies of mankind. Finally tfr.y ."*t.aIegislation proscribing their use. Then more time passed, andit seemed to everyone that the carpentry game and the sciencegame were not games at all, but vitally necessary tasks whichhad to be performed in order fo, .rru#ird to survive. +;rr,although all of the apparentry productive activities of man weregames, they were not believed 1o be games. Games were onceagain relegated to the role,of m.re plsti*.s useful for bridgingthe gaps in our serious endeavors. ind if it had u..r, forr"i,"t3 convilce these people that they were in fu"t pfuyirrg;;;,

they would have felt that their *hi" fives had n..r, u, ;ffi;_a mere stage play or empty dream.
Yesr--Grasshopper, they would believe themselves to be nothinoat all, and one can imagine them, out of chagrin and mortificaltion, simply vanishing on the spot, as though they had neverbeen.

Quite so, Skepticus. As you are quick to see, my vision has solvedthe mystery of the dream I was telling you about earlier, just be_

G.
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f.rc I died. 'r'he message of the dream now seems perfectly clear.
'I'hc dream was saying to me, "Come now, Grasshopper, you know
vcry well that most people will not want to spend their lives play-
ing games. Life for most people will not be worth living if they
cannot believe that they are doing something useful, whether it is
providing for their families or formulating a theory of relativity.

li. Yes, it seems a perfectly straight forward case of an anxiety
dream. You were acting out in a disguised way certain hidden
fears you had about your thesis concerning the moral ideal of
man.

G. No doubt. But tell me, Skepticus, were my repressed fears about
the fate of mankind, or were they about the cogency of my thesis?
Clearly they could not have been about both. For if my fears
about the fate of mankind are justified, then I need not fear
that my thesis is faulty, since it is that thesis which justifies those
fears. And if my thesis is faulty, then I need not fear for man-
kind, since that fear stems from the cogency of my thesis.

S. Then tell me which you feared, Grashopper. you alone are
in a position to know.

G. I wish there were time, Skepticus, but again I feel the chill of
death. Goodbye.

S. Not goodbye, Grasshoppet) au reuoir.

SPORT Ai{D ETHICS IN THE COI{TBXT
OF CULT'URE

JaN Bnoor<xonn

PIay lies outside the antithesis of wisdom and folly, and equally outside
those of truth and falsehood, good and evil. Although play in itself is
a non-material activity it has no moral function. (7),

I
In the cou$e of our discussions of play theory, many of my stu-

dents have expressed puzzlement about Huizinga's segregation of play
from the realm of ethics. This is not surprising, since pray has hardly
ever been free from valuations of virtue or sin. To Friedrich von
Schiller "man h only whole when he plays,,, to paul Weiss ,,. . a


